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Minecraft Pocket Edition Guide
Synopsis

A comprehensive guide to Minecraft: Pocket Edition. Starting with how to play, but giving inspiration on what you should build, and giving advance level pro tips on how to find diamonds and much, much more!
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Customer Reviews

I don't like the book i love it i recommend this book to any customers who love mindcraft because i loved the book and i beat too anybody who reads this book will love it or if you don't love it then you will probably atless like it well because who would read the book if they didn't lie mindcraft any ways????? It makes no sence to me atless

Five stars

Amazing
Awesome
OK just amazing
Yeah
Amazing
Awesome
This Was amazinger then any other book I have read

Five stars

It took a long time to get on and I was a little confused with how to get off the book.
My grand son loves playing Minecraft.

I chosen five stars I do not like the book I love the book I will recommend this product to everyone that likes minecraft

I chose this rating because I like this book and I also liked how much more it thought me more about minecraft

It's minecraft it's for the kids and not so kids
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